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Copyright © 1997-2012 John Nicholson.   All rights reserved. This website may not be reproduced at all or partly, in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, without express written permission of John Nicholson. Copyright © 1997-2012 John Nicholson.   All rights reserved. This website may not be reproduced at all or partly, in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, without express written permission of John Nicholson. 晚上好 wǎn shang hǎo Good Good Day! Phonetic script (Hanyu Pinyin) Listen to pronunciation (Mandarin = standard Chinese without accent) You cannot listen to the pronunciation of wanshang because your browser does not support the audio element. You're listening
to the natural voice of an authentic speaker in Mandarin Chinese. English translation, at night, in the Chinese evening characters: For getting animation order of serbian congestion, visit the links of the individual characters below. 晚上 (wanshang/wănshang) is composed of these two characters: 晚 (warn) , 上 (shang) the traditional Chinese characters of the
identical and modern wănshang characters appear above. Chinese Pinyin example phrases and 晚上 (wanshang/wănshang) (i)Write to PinyinBefore using this pinyin example phrase, considering that Chinese characters should always be your first choice of written communication. If you can't use Chinese characters, it is preferable to use the pinyin and tone.
Only use the pinyin without tons if there is no other option (e.g. writing a text message from/to a mobile phone that doesn't support special characters such as ā, í, ŏ, ù). Tall mingtian wanshang jian ni. Wŏ míngtiān wănshang Jian nĭ. – English translation: I see you tomorrow evening. Topic tags and more information (i.e. individual characters, character
elements etc.) shades |  The highest (wanshang/wănshang) belongs to the 500 most common words composed of Chinese language (ranked 124) More words which means evening in wăn (晚), xī (⼣) Ratio missing or unreachable translation of wanshang in our English contacts! 晚上 We always appreciate good suggestions and helpful critics. You might
also be interested in... Learn the 1000 most common Chinese characters and the new Han Trainer Top 1000 edition trained vocabulary. Come here often? Use new short URL to all content protected under German and international copyright laws. footprint and contact data |  Privacy Policy 5.30 / Last updated: 2020-10-23 How To Tos China is the world's
most popular nation, home to nearly 1.4 billion Chinese. In addition, nearly 50 million Chinese ethnic people, equivalent to 3.7% of the world's population live beyond China's borders. Most of them speak at least one of their Chinese languages. Therefore, learn simple greetings from You will certainly help you when you travel to China, or where Chinese
ethnic communities live in, such as Hong Kong and Taiwan.There are several variations in the Chinese language, but the national national language used in the main country China is Standard Mandarin. On the other hand, Cantonese, a variant of the Chinese language, is the official language used in the country's two special administrative regions: Hong
Kong and Macau.It can be true that the Chinese language is not an easy for native English speakers to master, because of the different tone of the language causing entirely different meaning for the same word. But it is good to pick up some simple greetings that you can use when traveling across China and Hong Kong. Read on for a detailed guide on how
you say hello to Chinese and other simple greetings for use in China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan! Neither hao (pronouned as neo haow) is the basic greeting of Mandarin, which can literally translate as you are good in English. Ni Ni's first word is pronuncing with a ton of pitch rising, while the second word hao is pronuncing with a ton of dips followed by a rising
pitch. When you meet up with an old or a person in higher social situations, change your greetings to a formal one by replacing the first word with nin to show more respect. Neither hao can safely be used almost everywhere in China, since it is the national language common in the country. In addition, you can also amass your greeting by adding the word
question seedy to turn the greeting standard into a friendly how are you?. The word can be used in both informal and formal situations to turn the greeting into a question. Watch the video below to hear the correct pronunciation for greetings in Mandarin. As mentioned earlier, Cantonese is the official speaking language in Hong Kong and Macau, as well as
the southern parts of China such as Guangzhou and Shenzhen. Therefore, if you are heading to these regions, you may like to greet locals with a houhh (pronuncing as host choice) instead. Both words pronounce and rising tone. One thing to remember for the Cantonese version of Hey is that, while it is grammatically incorrect adding the word question
seedy at the end of the sentence, it is rare to hear locals ask Mau hotels?. Now that you've learned the most fundamental and standard salute nio, it would be great if you could be impressed and connected with the locals further by greeting them with a good afternoon, good afternoon or good night in Mandarin. The following are some of the possible
variations of time-sensitive greetings you may hear: Good morning:i. Zao - is a noun which means morning. It can be used on its own as a hello means good morning. Zao is pronuncing with a dive followed by a growing tone.ii. Zao A - second word a peaceful means, so combined together, zao a means of morning peace. A sister was pronunciated with a ton
of level.iii. Zao Shang Hao – this is a more formal way to say good morning. Zao shang means morning and as you learn in the earlier section, hao means good. Good good from :i. Wu an - wu refers to afternoon in Mandarin and as you learn from above, the second word a mean peace. So wu a literally translates to afternoon peace. Wu is pronunciated with
a dive followed by a growing tone.ii. Xia wu hao - this is a more formal way to say good afternoon. Xia wu means afternoon and combined with hao, meaning good afternoon. Xia is pronunceed with a ton of dipping. Good good from :i. Wan Shang Hao - Wan Shang means evening in Mandarin. Hence in the same way as zao shang hao, warns Hao translates
into good evening. Just like zao, wish is also pronuncing with a dive followed by a rising tone. Watch the short video clip below to learn how to greet at the appropriate times of the day with the above phrases. When in Hong Kong, you can also try using these sensitive greetings at the appropriate time of the day.i. Hello: jóu sahn - which is a nun translated in
the morning and is used as a greeting for itself. The first word is pronuncing with a rising pitch, while the second word is pronuncing with a ton of ton.ii. Good afternoon: ńgh ōn - ńgh refers to afternoon in Cantonese and ōn means peace. So the ńgh ōn literally translates into afternoon peace. The first word is pronuncing with a rising pitch and the second
word pronounces with a ton of tone.iii. Good evening: Máahn ōn - máahn means evening in Cantonese and ōn translated into peace as you learn earlier. The internation of these two words is similar to how you ńgh ōn. For the correct pronunciation on how to greet using the above phrases in Cantonese at different times of the day, watch the short video clip
below. Although it's easy for most people to understand thank you from the lagle anywhere in the world, it definitely doesn't hurt them learning how to express thanks in Mandarin when in China. Just like to Lagle, there are a few variations in which you can express thanks, here's how:i. Thank you - xie xie. Xie's first word was pronuncing with a ton of tons
while second xie in no ton.ii. Thanks - xie ni. Neither, which means you are adding at the end of this phrase.iii. Thank you very much - xie nin. If you remember in the earlier section, the nin is used when you talk to an older person or a larger social than you. Therefore, it is added at the end of this expressing sentence thanks in a formal way. Have watched this
video for a clearer picture of how you can say thank you in different ways of Mandarin: Likewise, it would appear more sincere to locals when you thank you in Hong Kong in Cantonese. There are two variations of thank you in Cantonese, depending on the situation you are saying thanks for.i. I goi (pronuncing as goi mm) – this is used in situations when you
are a customer receiving a service, or when you receive a service.ii. Make eggs (pronuncing as done jeh) – when you receive a gift or money, laying eggs should be used instead. You may also want to add saai at the end of each sentence, which has a meaning of entirely, expressing thanks further to you to the other party. Click on this video to learn how
you can say thank you accurately in Cantonese: Having learned how to say hello to Mandarin, it will most certainly help break the ice and maybe even strike up a friendly conversation to get to know the locales better. All good things must come to an end, similar for the conversation to engage or interaction with locals when travelling to China. To end the
session on a sleek note, I will guide you how to say goodbye to Mandarin in this section as well. Zai Jian is the default farewell to Mandarin, although its meaning is again seen, which is closer to seeing you again. However it's hard to go wrong with that sentence, even if you don't expect to see the other part yet. These two words zai jian are both
pronounceed with a ton of tons. Click on the video below to learn how to pronounce it correctly like an authentic. To say bye to someone in Cantonese, you should say joint gin. Its meaning is the same as the Chinese version sees you again, instead of a literal good sae. Both words pronounceed with a dip followed by increased pitch. Of course, you can
simply bāaibaai, which sounds just like the beerbye of the lagle. Click on this video clips to learn how to say goodbye to Cantonese accurately. With the above detailed guide of simple greetings you can use when you are in China and Hong Kong, breaking the ice and locals are not hard as you thought it was. Get out and make some new friends by learning to
speak the local language, be it Mandarin or Cantonese. Good luck and have fun! Disclosements: Trip101 selects the lists of our items independently. Some of the lists in this article contain affiliate links. Still need travel insurance? You can buy and claim online, even after you leave your home. Travel insurance from WorldNomads.com are available to people
from 140 countries. It is designed to travel adventures with lids for overseas water, evacuation, luggage and a range of adventures activities. * 5% of when you book with our promo code: TRIP101* For our Canadian travelers and US travelers, unfortunately due to financial services law, we cannot provide a discount. This promotional code cannot be used
with any other discount offers, including World Nomads Members' discount for travel insurance policy holders. Have a question? Ask fellow travelers and travel experts here.  Want to Contribute as a Local Expert? Exploring China
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